Introduction
Have you ever wondered what strategies your peers use to acquire new customers? And
what technologies do they use to support these strategies?
If so, you’re in for a treat as Joe Leverson, the Head of Digital Marketing at Gamma
discusses his technology stack and the journey to building a frictionless buying experience.
In this guide, you will learn:
How the lead generation form fill rates have dropped and how marketers can fix it using
conversational marketing tools;
How to turn your website into a giant meeting room by removing friction;
How to build a tech stack that enables conversations, not hinders them.

Meet Joe
Joe heads up the digital marketing team at Gamma - a leader in supplying
telecommunications solutions to thousands of businesses worldwide.
Gamma is in the business of helping organizations work and collaborate internally. And
Joe is in the business of helping Gamma find prospective customers that require their
solutions.
For years, Joe has led Gamma’s multi-channel customer acquisition efforts, spanning
from digital lead generation initiatives to inside sales campaigns, all with the aim to
drive qualified leads for Gamma’s direct sales teams.

“My mission is to get Gamma in front
of the right people via our digital
marketing channels and ultimately
drive sales for our business.”

A windfall of interest
The telecoms industry has been more fortunate than others in that it’s seen
a tailwind of buyer interest in communications solutions that enable remote
working. Just like Google is synonymous with internet search, UC or Unified
Communications has become the de facto term for workplace collaboration
tools.
The reason for that of course is the pandemic. Many businesses scrambled
to get communication solutions in place to handle the new ways of working
from home. Which led to Gamma, like many other telecommunications
businesses, during the early days of the pandemic, experiencing a surge in
web traffic coming to the website.
Joe and his team now had an abundance of traffic which shifted marketing
priorities from focusing on driving top of funnel traffic to figuring out how to
harvest all of this traffic and turn it into revenue.

“Our focus shifted from an
even split across all stages of
the marketing funnel to
focusing on bottom-funnel
conversions.”

The death of a lead form
The increased flow of website visits presented an entirely new challenge. You have prospects in the right frame of mind of wanting to
have a conversation met with a lead generation form, which many prospects find too tedious to fill out.
For the past few years, we’ve seen a steady decline in what Joe calls ‘on page’ conversion rates. People are becoming increasingly more
reluctant to fill out long forms because they’ve become accustomed to the friction-less experiences they get in the consumer world.
For example, you can open up your banking app and speak to someone pretty much instantly. But when you visit a B2B website, you are
usually given a lead form to fill in without an opportunity to have a conversation - right there and then. To make matters worse, you
usually don’t hear back for hours or sometimes even days. This is leaving lots of potential revenue on the table as the momentum is lost
the more time elapses between them showing interest and speaking to a rep. And it creates friction.

A simple solution
The solution to removing friction is simple. Remove the
middleman - the form that sits between the prospect and the
salesperson. And replace it with live chat powered by
Qualified.com - a conversational marketing platform.
This enabled Gamma to turn the website into a “meeting room”
where prospects searching for UC solutions could speak to a
member of Gamma's sales team instantly. By removing the
friction and making it easy for the prospects to engage with
Gamma, it saw a 33% increase in website conversions and
almost ¼ more marketing qualified leads being generated.

“We wanted to take advantage of all
the top-of-funnel traffic we were
getting by turning our website into a
giant meeting room - thus removing
the friction to having a conversation
with us.”

Give your prospects
a hotline to your
business

Website Visitors

Key points:

Gamma's Sales
Team

Reduce friction by making it easy for your prospects to engage
with you.
Deanonymize traffic so you know who is visiting. Not all
prospects are created equal.
Separate casual browsers from those ready to speak with you.
Key tools:
Audience identification & segmentation - Growth Intelligence
Account activation / digital execution - LinkedIn, Google Ads
(search and display)
Prospect/lead enrichment - Clearbit Reveal, Growth
Intelligence
Prospect/lead engagement - Qualified.com
Lead capture - Salesforce.com
Lead nurture - Pardot

Gamma's Tech Stack at a Glance

Make it easy for your teams to
have more meaningful
conversations
Before the prospects are routed to the sales team, it’s
important to consider that not all of your website visitors
are looking to buy. Looking back at the early days of the
pandemic, Joe recalls, “there was a lot of interest but not
all of the people were looking to buy or were fit to buy.”
They may be on your support page looking for
information or they may even be other vendors trying to
sell their products to you. It’s demoralizing and it’s a
waste of sales peoples’ time for them to be speaking with
prospects that are not ready to buy or are just the wrong
fit. This is where visitor intelligence tools like Clearbit and
Qualified.com come in handy.

De-anonymize your web visitors
With Clearbit Reveal, you can deanonymize web visitors so
you know which company each prospect represents (even
when they’re working from home), whether the prospect is
using a VPN or whether they’re signed into their email
account. It also enriches the lead with company attributes
such as employee numbers, revenue, office location, and
other information. Growth Intelligence layers additional
buyer insights such as how mobile the workforce is,
likelihood to be in a shared office space,
no of phone lines and many others. All of this helps Gamma
better prequalify prospects and help the sales team have
more informed conversations.

Target them with relevant
content

Where does CRM and Marketing
Automation come in?

Because Qualified.com integrates with Salesforce and Pardot
(more on this later), it lets the sales team know where in the
buyer journey each prospect is: whether they’re an unknown
visitor (potentially new to Gamma), known prospect,
opportunity, or contact. It means that Gamma can approach
their website visitors with personalized greetings, content, and
sales conversations - at every stage of the buyer journey.

Depending on the outcome of the conversation with the sales team, the
prospect will either enter the CRM (Salesforce) as an opportunity or go into
a retargeting queue where they will be followed around with ads as they
browse the web. Once they engage with one of Gamma’s ads, they will
repeat the journey once more, only this time to be presented with a slightly
different experience to account for the progress in their buyer journey.

The two tools combined allow Gamma to separate casual
browsers from active buyers, enrich them and route them to
the most appropriate team. For example, visitors that represent
companies that meet Gamma’s ideal customer profile and have
a high Growth Intelligence FIT score can be immediately routed
to the inside sales team. A visitor that falls outside that profile,
can be routed to Gamma’s channel partners. All of this
happens behind the scenes and the visitor is getting the most
personalized treatment, there and then.

Gamma also uses Pardot - a marketing automation platform that is directly
integrated with the CRM to help nurture the opportunities with educational
content if the prospect isn’t yet ready to buy. For example, leads who aren’t
ready to buy yet would receive marketing collateral that speaks to the
benefits of UC.
Of course, the tech stack wouldn’t be complete without the means to drive
inbound interest to the website. Let’s look at some of the tools Gamma
uses.

Plugging the gap of top-of-funnel
interest once more
Whilst Gamma saw more inbound traffic than usual at the start
of 2020, it has always invested heavily in paid marketing
tactics such as Google and LinkedIn Ads and other digital
marketing platforms, alongside organic search to drive website
traffic. And it will continue to do so as the interest in
telecommunications solutions normalizes post-pandemic.
As we come out of the pandemic, marketers in
telecommunications will need to consider how to plug the topof-funnel interest gap once more. And Gamma is well on its
way to do so.

“To achieve extraordinary
growth you have to do
extraordinary things.”

Joe’s advice is to steer clear from targeting the standard IT
decision-makers lists. The telecommunications market is
extremely large with millions of businesses that could
potentially buy a telecoms solution of any kind. With the market
so broad, it’s difficult to know who to target first and who not
to approach at all. Not all traffic and, by extension, leads are
created equal. And everyone in the industry faces the same
problem.
When a company's revenue, employee numbers, or industry
code doesn’t predict whether they will buy, how do you ensure
that only the best-fit prospects are targeted through your
digital marketing channels?
This is where Growth Intelligence comes in.

Identifying high-converting audiences
Historically, Growth Intelligence has been driving audience selection
for Gamma’s inside sales teams by surfacing businesses with the
highest potential to buy specifically from Gamma. Doubling leads and
opportunities created.

At Growth Intelligence, we help marketers focus all their paid
marketing efforts on businesses that are likely to buy, which
significantly increases the return on advertising spend and creates
higher volume and better quality leads.

Now Gamma will be using Growth Intelligence to create custom
digital audiences for its top-of-funnel digital campaigns on LinkedIn.
This will allow Gamma to align every marketing dollar they spend
digitally to businesses most likely to buy UC solutions specifically
from Gamma and drive qualified traffic to their already frictionless
marketing process.

We gather over a thousand unique buying signals on millions of
businesses which allow us to accurately pinpoint which accounts are
going to buy from you, how valuable they are likely to be, and what
message you should use to get them across the line.

If you’d like to know how you could be
driving more qualified leads from your
digital campaigns, get in touch with
Growth Intelligence today.

